In the dark of the night, I was tossing and turning.

And the nightmare I had was as bad as can be.
Em     Am/E     B/E     Em     Am/E     B/E
It scared me out of my wits! A corpse falling to bits!

Em   Em/D   Cmaj7   Fm7(+5)/C  F        NC     F7
Then, I opened my eyes and the nightmare was... me!

Bm   Em/B   F#B   Bm   Am   Cm
I was once the most mystical man in all Russia.

Bm   Em/B   F#B   Bm   Am   Bm
When the royals betrayed me, they made a mistake!
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In the dark of the night, she'll be gone!
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I can feel that my powers are slowly re-
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Turn ing... Tie my sash and a dash of cologne for that
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brew!    Ooh!    Soon... she will feel that her
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night... mares are real!  In the dark of the night, she'll be
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through!  In the dark of the night, evil will
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find her! Find her!  In the dark of the night, terror comes